Many things can go wrong in the dystopian future: war, natural disaster, technology gone bad,
and yes, even pandemics. Why read such grim stories? While the stories can portray humanity
at its worst, characters also display compassion, bravery, and resilience.
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When people throughout the world
begin losing their shadows and
memories, a man desperately
searches for his afflicted wife in a
world turned upside down by
bandits and cultists. Hoopla audio
and e-book

A novel of the future explores a
world that has been devastated by
ecological and scientific disasters.
Libb
Libbyy ebook

by Peng Shepherd

by Margaret Atwood

Underground Airlines

Blackfish City

by Ben H Winters

by Sam J Miller

A tale set in a modern America
where the Civil War never happened
and the country has forged a dubious
agreement with four states that still
enforce slavery. Libb
Libbyy audio and ebook

The arrival of a woman riding an orca
at the side of a polar-bear
companion brings together four
marginalized people to stage
strategic acts of resistance during a
climate war. Hoopla audio and ebook
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In 2025 California, an eighteen-yearold African American woman,
suffering from a hereditary trait that
causes her to feel others' pain, flees
northward from her small
community and its desperate
savages. Hoopla

A reunion with two childhood friends
draws Kath and her companions on
a nostalgic odyssey into the
supposedly idyllic years of their lives
at an isolated private school in the
serene English countryside. Libb
Libbyy
audio and e-book

by Octavia E Butler

by Kazuo Ishiguro

The Bees

The Dog Stars

A member of the lowest caste in her
orchard hive, Flora 717 finds her way
into the Queen's inner sanctum
where she discovers secrets about
the hive that cause her to challenge
authority and perform unthinkable
acts. Hoopla audio and e-book

Surviving a pandemic disease that
has killed everyone he knows, a pilot
establishes a shelter in an
abandoned airport hangar before
hearing a random radio transmission
that compels him to risk his life to
seek out other survivors. Libb
Libbyy e-book

by Laline Paull

by Peter Heller
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